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Digital Alberti Exhibition
This section aims to shed new light on Alberti’s impact on Portuguese Classical Architecture through the use of innovative methodologies and new technologies. It describes research developed with the goal of studying his famous architectural treatise and the buildings he designed with the support of computational systems, hoping to expand our knowledge of Albertian architectural thinking and Renaissance culture, in general.

It shows recent developments, some from the Digital Alberti Project, using digital technologies applied to architecture, such as generative design systems, digital fabrication, and human-computer interaction.

Generative design systems enable designers to create design languages through the manipulation of shape rules. Instead of generating single solutions, design languages empower designers by allowing them to generate multiple solutions following pre-defined rules or to redefine the rules themselves. Generative design includes approaches like shape grammars, procedural modeling, and parametric modeling.

Digital fabrication technologies enable fast and automated production of physical objects directly from a three-dimensional digital model, which might result from a generative design system. Digital fabrication technologies emerged from rapid prototyping techniques used to test designs solutions, but advances in the state of the art rendered them suitable for manufacturing final products. Digital fabrication includes techniques such as 3D printing, laser cutting, and CNC milling.

Human-computer interaction technologies enable a smoother communication between the users and digital media devices, from consumer products like phones, tablets and televisions, to experimental prototypes such as stereoscopic tabletops or virtual reality head mounted displays, taking advantage of technological advancements like gesture recognition, touch-sensitive surfaces, towards good user-centered design of digital experiences.

In this context, Quaresma, Krüger and Duarte’s *De re aedificatoria column systematization shape grammar*, presents the translation of Alberti’s text describing how to design the column system into a shape grammar capable to generate the various elements of such system. Figueiredo, Duarte and Krüger’s *Alberti Digital on Portuguese Architecture: Shape Grammar transformations as a computational framework to determine the influence of Alberti legacy on Portuguese Renaissance churches*, describes the translation of Alberti’s rules to design churches into to a shape grammar and to which extent it can account for the generation of churches in Portugal of the same period. Fonseca, Mendes, Araújo, Ferreira e Jorge’s *Interactive Stereoscopic Visualization of Alberti Architectural Models* presents a system developed to explore interactively the computer implementation of the two grammars mentioned above in the generation of Albertian designs. Castro e Costa, Duarte, and Krüger’s *Computational modelling and digital materialization of Alberti’s column system: a reflection on results obtained* provides a critical reflection on the work developed to model and materialize elements of the column system after the rules set in the treatise. Finally, Morais *Trends in Language Formalization in Architecture*, presents recent approaches aimed at formalizing the old notion of architectural language.